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Last class!

We made it J



3rd round of proof reading graded



Course evaluations



Last bonus opportunity deadline TODAY



Project report due 5pm TODAY



In case your project is running behind



Final presentation slide due 5pm Wed

Autolab submission should be up over the weekend



Survey part of project starts later today



?
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News from two weeks back!



Do feedback loops exist?

How do we “prove” that feedback loops can exist in predictive policing?

Simulation results

Theoretical modeling results



A simulation result



How would you run this simulation?

Step 1: Pick a city

Run predpol on historical crime data and see if there is indeed a feedback loop



Step 2: Pick a crime type

Drug related crimes



Access to predpol?



Questions we want answered



Lum and Isaac results: arrests vs ground truth

Figures taken from the Lum and Isaac paper



Lum and Isaac result: predpol output

Figures taken from the Lum and Isaac paper



Lum and Isaac result

Figures taken from the Lum and Isaac paper



?



Back to feedback loop state question

Discuss!



Now really back to the Q

Discuss!



Lum and Isaac result (20% increase)

Figure taken from the Lum and Isaac paper



?



Any weakness of Lum and Isaac result?

Discuss!



Theoretical model
Mathematically prove that a feedback loop always exist

Have to make (many) simplifying assumptions



Basic setup



Assigning the cop to a region



Unequal crime rates



How crimes are observed



?



The overall process..



Wait, what was the question again?

Discuss!



The existence of feedback loop

Discuss!



Back to Pranshu’s Question

Discuss!



?



Passphrase: Suresh Venkatasubramanian



Let’s reflect back

Humans have been making decisions for centuries….

Why is replacing human decision making by ML pipeline problematic?



Hopefully the class was fun for y’all!
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Thanks!
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Except of course the final project presentation


